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Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Learns about
Trial Products of New Passenger Buses
Pyongyang, March 26 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the
Workers' Party of Korea (WPK) and president of the State Affairs of the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), learned about trial products
of new passenger buses.
Always being considerate of the public transportation in the capital city, the
respected Comrade Kim Jong Un unfolded the far-reaching plan for taking a
decisive measure for the improved transportation for Pyongyang citizens
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though he was busy guiding the 2nd Plenary Meeting of the 8th Congress of
the Party Central Committee, and made sure that detailed consultation was
made of issues arising in the development of the public transportation
network in the capital city.
In hearty response to the tasks set forth by Kim Jong Un, the officials and
workers of the Pyongyang General Passenger Service Enterprise and the
Pyongyang City Bus Factory developed passenger bus and double-decker in a
short period and reported it to the Party Central Committee.
Kim Jong Un watched the trial products of the passenger buses at the
building of the Party Central Committee together with Jo Yong Won, Kim Tok
Hun, Jong Sang Hak, Ri Il Hwan, O Su Yong, Choe Sang Gon and Kim Jae
Ryong who are officials of the Party and the government, and Kim Yong
Hwan, chief secretary of the Pyongyang City Committee of the WPK.
He boarded the buses and learned about the details of technical features
one by one. He said that it is something admirable that Pyongyang City set
out to make buses in reliance on its own technical force and production
foundation to settle the problem of the public transportation means. He
added that passenger buses that help city beautification and which are
convenient for the people to use should be mass-produced, stressing that the
Party will actively support it.
He emphasized that to ease the strain on the passenger transport in the
capital city and to promote the conveniences for the public transport of the
citizens to the maximum is one of fundamental issues for the administration
of the capital city and is of important significance for more satisfactorily
providing social and cultured living conditions for the people.
Learning about the issues arising in the production of passenger buses, he
indicated the yearly production goal and took measures for implementing it. 0-
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Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Clarifies
Plan to Form Area of Riverside Terraced Houses
around Pothong Gate
Pyongyang, March 26 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the
Workers' Party of Korea (WPK) and president of the State Affairs of the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), clarified a plan to newly erect
the area of riverside terraced houses around the Pothong Gate, and looked
around the site.
Accompanying him were officials of the Party and the government Jo Yong
Won, Kim Tok Hun, Jong Sang Hak, Ri Il Hwan, O Su Yong, Choe Sang Gon,
Kim Jae Ryong and Chief Secretary of the Pyongyang City Committee of the
WPK Kim Yong Hwan.
The respected Comrade Kim Jong Un explained the plan to form the area
of modern terraced houses along the picturesque bank of the Pothong River
flowing through the central part of the capital city and to turn the area in a
peculiar way by putting up multi-story and low-story dwelling houses in a
harmonious way.
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Calling for preserving the specific features and charm of the city by doing
the designing of buildings and tree-planting well so that the beautiful natural
scenery of our country would be fully displayed, he said that the area of the
riverside terraced houses around the Pothong Gate will be wonderfully built
to be a model of housing district in our country.
He said that the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea is going
to push forward the construction of the riverside terraced houses for 800 flats
in the area around the Pothong Gate apart from the construction of 10 000
flats in Pyongyang City, complete them within this year and give them as
gifts to working people including labor innovators and persons of
distinguished services in all sectors, scientists, educators and writers who
devote themselves to the Party and the state.
Noting that our officials lack knowledge and common sense of urban
greening and designing of cityscape and are also indifferent to them, he
stressed the need to do the city construction by fusing buildings and nature
into one and laying out the living space and ecological space in a scientific
way so as to ensure the organic combination of work, relaxation and traffic.
Kim Jong Un looked at the miniature of the area of riverside terraced
houses and gave specific direction and tasks related to the construction plan.
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